SISS Secondary
PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 2016/17

Daily 3.00 pm - 3.30 pm Circle and Relaxing Time (Supervision, top floor)
All Secondary Students also have access to the whole Schuldorf Activity Programme including
Sport Clubs.

Playgarden Activities:
Each day we offer different core themes in the Playgarden. The students can participate in a
project or just come to relax.
Secondary students are welcome to come to the Primary meeting point (Primary Cafeteria,
3.00pm) if they wish or meet the group in the Playgarden (open daily 3.00pm-5.30pm). For a
healthy and secure Playgarden visit please make sure that you bring the following items on
your first Playgarden day: sun shade, sun block (summer); rain clothes: rain jacket, rain pants,
wellingtons; towel, 2nd pair of socks, pants and a shirt in case the clothes get wet.

Clubs start on Monday, 12th of September 2016.
Deadline for the registration is
Wednesday, 7th of September 2016.

SISS Secondary PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 2016/17
Daily 3.00 pm - 3.30 pm Circle and Relaxing Time (Supervision Room, top floor)
All Secondary Students also have access to the whole Schuldorf Activity Programme including Sport Clubs

Monday

Wednesday
Tuesday
Thursday
"Chill out Zone" in the Playgarden daily 3.00 pm -5.30 pm -> feel free to come!

Fancy DIY Crafts

Indian
Classical Dance

Tranzone

Art & Music Club

Y5 on

Y2 on

Y4 - Y6

Y3 - Y6

3.45 pm - 5.15 pm

3.30 pm - 5.30 pm

4.00 pm - 5.15 pm

3.30 pm - 5.00 pm
SISS Primary building,

Fee: 10€ per session

SISS Primary building,

Art Room

Gymnastic Hall

Relaxation room (top floor)

Music Room

Mrs Lutz

Mrs Avireddy

Mrs Geis

Mr Piesker

SISS Primary building,

Friday

Time to Relax
open offer
all ages

(no enrolment required)

Playgarden Clubs

Tap into Nature

Hut Building

all ages

all ages

3.00 pm - 5.30 pm

3.00 pm - 5.30 pm

Hut Building

Forging

Outdoor Tranzone

all ages

Y4 on

all ages

between 3.00 pm - 5.30 pm

3.30pm - 5.30pm

3.00pm-5.30pm

open offer

(no enrolment required)
Playgarden

Playgarden

Playgarden

Playgarden

Playgarden

Mrs Kissel

Mr Blusch

Mr Blusch

Mrs Sohnrey

Mrs Kaiser

Gardening

Carving Workshop

open offer
all ages

Y3 - Y6

between 3.00 pm - 5.30 pm

3.30pm - 5.30pm

(no enrolment required)
Playgarden

Playgarden
Mr Blusch

Temporary Projects

Water Project
This project will take place
within the Tap into Nature
Project, sign ups just for this
project are also possible.

Youth Café Project

Learning to Learn

Learning to Learn

8 sessions / 2 units

4-6 sessions

4-6 sessions

Y4 on

Y5 on

Y5 on

3.00 pm - 5.30 pm

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

a session is 45 - 90 Minutes

a session is 45 - 90 Minutes

Unit 1: 8./15./22./29. Nov.'16

Relative to demand

Relative to demand

Playgarden

Meeting point: Primary Hall

Place will be announced

Place will be announced

Mr Baumgärtner-Gr.

Mrs Koniarski

Mrs Lutz

Mrs Lutz

starts after the autumn break Unit 2: 31.1./ 7./14./21.Feb.'17

Building a bicycle
out of bamboo!
Y5 on
3.00 pm - 5.30 pm
on Mondays in March, April
and May 2017
Playgarden
Mr Blusch, Mr Baumgärtner-Gr.

Additional school support (not run by Supervision) - no enrolment required

German Club
Spanish Club
Science Support
Math Club

(Beginners) Y5 on

Monday

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Mrs Sharifzadeh

Y6 - Y8

Tuesdays

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Mr Prieto

Y9 - Y11

Thursdays

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Mr Prieto

Wednesday

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Mrs. Jadav

Y5 - Y9

Tuesdays

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Mrs Suneej & CAS Students

Y8 - Y12

Thursdays

3.00 pm - 4.30 pm

Teacher & CAS Students

IGCSE Students

Playgarden Clubs
Tap into Nature:
Exploring the wild life in our Playgarden. The
students will explore the many ways in which the
four elements, fire, rock, water and wind, affect our
daily life and all living things and beings around us.
(all ages)
Gardening:
Let it grow: Organic gardening all year round.
Learning about seeds to harvest. How to condition
and plant a straw bale garden. (all ages)

Hut Building:
Children creating spaces and places of their own.
(all ages)
Carving:
Starting with safety rules and how to use a carving
knife, children learn about trees and timbers and in
steps how to create an object out of wood. (Y3-Y6)
Forging:
Learn forging basics – a timeless craft! (Y4 on)

More Clubs
Fancy DIY Crafts:
We gonna have a lot of fun being creative. We will
sew, crochet, knit,... Working with concrete, glass,
plastic, fabric, wool, paper and a lot more. Let your
ideas come true and join our club! (Y5 on)
Single Payment: 20 €
Art & Music Club:
Combining arts, singing and composing music,
experiencing with modern and classical arts, creating
your own pictures. (Y3 – Y6)

Tranzone...
... means Tranquillity Zone. We have set up a place
and time for relaxation and calmness in school. We
impart different kinds of relaxation methods, as Yoga,
meditation and guided imagery for student`s repose
and regeneration. Mental and emotional health is
now seen as a vital part of education and children´s
and adolescent´s well-being.
(Y3 on) (Outdoor - all ages)

Temporary Projects
Building a bicycle out of bamboo...
... using some parts from an old bicycle. Most parts of the frame are supposed to be replaced with bamboo.
The process will be developed as we go and for sure be accompanied by some technical challenges.
Experience in fixing bicycles is not required. Ride on…
There will be a fee which will depend upon the number of participants. (Y5 on)
Single Payment: ?
Youth Café Project:
Get started with the basics of the culinary arts and healthy cooking. Try out new recipes and develop further
the concept of our Youth Café. (Y4 on)
Single Payment: 25 €
Learning to Learn - Study skills:
The Project “Learn to Learn” is an opportunity for students of every class to learn individual work- and
learning techniques. They will be empowered to use them appropriately in different situations, so they can
achieve their self-imposed learning targets; therefore they will consider their learning behavior and analyse
their strengths. The courses will take place in relevant age groups with 5 to 10 students and will start as soon
as possible and throughout the whole school year when the demand for a new group is high enough. (Y5 on)

~ SISS SECONDARY SUPERVISION ENROLMENT FORM 2016/17 ~
Day

Supervision Activities:

Monday

⃝

Fancy DIY Crafts - single payment: 20 € (Y5 on)

⃝

Playgarden: Tap into Nature (all ages)

⃝

Temporary: Water Project (all ages)

⃝

Temporary: Building a bicycle out of bamboo - single payment: ? (Y5 on)

⃝

Indian Classical Dance - Fee: 10 €/session (Y2 on)

⃝

Playgarden: Hut Building (all ages)

⃝

Temporary: Youth Café Project - single payment: 25 € (Y4 on)

⃝

Tranzone (Y4-Y6)

⃝

Temporary: Learning to Learn - Study skills (Y5 on)

⃝

Art & Music Club ( Y3 - Y6)

⃝

Playgarden: Forging ( Y4 on)

⃝

Playgarden: Carving Workshop (Y3-Y6)

⃝

Temporary: Learning to Learn - Study skills (Y5 on)

⃝

Playgarden: Outdoor Tranzone (all ages)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Please note that the first two sessions are a trial period and that the attendance is compulsory after the
second session. To ensure that the afterschool clubs can continue despite the indiscriminate changing and
cancelling of attendance we have experienced in the past, a 10 € cancellation fee is charged if a child withdraws
from club.
Please also see the Schuldorf programme: www.schuldorf.de

NAME:

Class:

Email:
Signature & date:

Please post the enrolment form in the Supervision mailbox ("Sorrow and Feedback Box" Secondary building top floor)
or hand it in the Secondary office.

